
The Life Domestic
(deck)

This deck of thirty cards focuses on little 
lives, modern suburbia and family drama. 

There’s no distinction made between 
foundation, agent and colour cards – that’s a 
decision to be made when they’re played.

Most of these images come from the Noun 
Project, where they’re licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution licence. Here, 
they’re under the same Creative Commons 
Attribution-ShareAlike as the rest of Rule of  
Three.

<http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/>

<http://thenounproject.com/>
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Skiing; skiing trip; champion 
skier; expensive skis; skiing 

competition; snow trip; it 
snows; he skis; sudden snow; 

… 
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Robot; robot pet; prototype 
robot; robot visitor; alien 

robot; retro-future; artificial 
intelligence; the Singularity; 

computers alive; …
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Badmington; ladies’ tennis; 
tennis whites; she competes; 
he plays; he teaches tennis 

to; sports’ club; visiting 
champion; lost tennis ball; … 
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Boating; sailing; sailing 
accident; sailor; the navy; 
naval officer; shipwreck; 
sunk ship; he sails; she 

captains; desert island; … 
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Road trip; oil crisis; petrol 
pump attendant; gas station; 
global warming; she drives; 

electric car; petrol fire; out of 
gas; … 
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Flight; plane; pilot; trip; 
holiday; airforce; flight 

attendant; bombing raid; new 
airport; he flies; it crashes; 

exhaust … 
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Fishing; fish; fisherman; 
mercury poisoning; over-

fishing; he fishes; is caught; 
fish dinner; fish smell; 
something’s fishy; … 
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Sloth; laziness; jungle; zoo; 
teenager; punk band; new 

pet; exotic pet; he captures; it 
gets lost; he finds; it 

communicates; alien pet; … 
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Pregnancy; pregnancy scare; 
baby; cannibalism; new 

mother; mother; Mother’s 
Day; Mother Mary; 

Christmas; she gives birth; he 
is born; virgin; … 
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Bear; hunting; forest; polar 
bear; kodiak bear; sun bear; 
koala; teddy bear; soft toy; 
bear attack; camping; gay 
subculture; she hunts; it 

feeds; it smells; it becomes 
enraged; it hibernates; … 
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Butterfly; girl; 
metamorphosis; 

transformation; beautiful; 
symmetrical; painting; 

Spring; insect collecting; she 
ages; it transforms; he 

paints; it transcends; … 
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Windmill; farm; farming; 
wind farm; sustainable 
energy; fields; locusts; 

water; drought; farmer; gale; 
tornado; he farms; it turns; … 
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Swimming; lake; swimmer; 
swimming carnival; 

drowning; sea; surfing; salt; 
life guard; the life aquatic; 

boating; he swims; she 
drowns; he teaches 

swimming; he is washed 
away; … 
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Thinking; thinker; mental 
health; mental illness; 
problem; engineering; 

programming; cyborg; he 
thinks; she realises; … 
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Cocktail; cocktail party; 
cocktail dress; drink; drunk; 

alcoholic; martini; spy; 
brewery; beer; pub; 

nightclub; she drinks; he 
drinks too much; is spiked by; 

… 
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Doughnut; candy; fat; 
obesity; businessman; police 

officer; company; Omega; 
baker’s dozen; stolen 

doughnut; he bakes; she 
steals; he buys; she fattens; 

… 
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Diamond; engagement; 
engagement ring; forever; 

girl’s best friend; blood 
diamond; Hope diamond; star 

of India; suitcase of 
diamonds; he steals; she 
covets; he marries; … 
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NASA; rocket; space 
program; atomic bomb; 
space age; space race; 

nuclear testing; astronaut; 
moon landing; space 
settlement; UFO; … 
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Dice; gambling; gambler; 
craps; casino; snake eyes; 

boxcars; luck; fortune; 
gambling debts; toss of the 
dice; role-playing game; he 

gambles; she deals; … 
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Suit; businessman; men in 
black; boss; company; 
commercial; salesman; 

misogyny; breadwinner; he 
sells; she earns; he 

promotes; she fires; … 
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Crayon; child; school; idiot; 
art; artist; artistic; simple; 
simplistic; colour; rainbow; 
waterproof; he draws; she 

sketches; he eats; … 
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Gas mask; poison gas; fart; 
World War; trenches; 

bombing raid; metal; sewers; 
sewerage; mask; 

masquerade; fancy dress 
party; she farts; … 
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Pill; popping pills; addiction; 
medicine; doctor; hospital; 

pharmacology; disease; 
contagion; reality and 

illusion; drugs; rehab; he 
cures; she becomes addicted; 

he prescribes; … 
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Factory; production line; 
manufacturing; depression; 
pollution; worker; unions; 
strike; one-factory town; 
factory closing down; he 

builds; she runs; he invents; 
she manufactures; … 
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Communist; reds; reds under 
the bed; Cold War; pinkos; 
House Unamerican Affairs 

Committee; no decency; 
witchhunts; leftism; social 

democracy; totalitarianism; 
Trots; socialists; he converts; 
she votes; he radicalises; … 
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Bell; for whom the bell tolls; 
church; church service; 

funeral; saved by the bell; 
schoolbell; bellboy; she 

rings; he writes; she 
preaches; he visits; … 
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Unlock; lock; break in; secret 
diary; safe; safe cracking; 
bank robbery; he unlocks; 
she steals; he breaks; she 

secures; … 
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Love; heart attack; affair; 
heartbreak; unrequited love; 

eternal love; courage; he 
loves; she loved; he will love; 

she breaks; … 
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Big Brother; totalitarianism; 
double-plus good; 

complacency; communism; 
surveillance; they always 

watch; he distrusts; paranoia; 
she lies; … 
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Pizza; Italians; teenagers; 
Dungeons & Dragons; sports; 
clubbing; hunger; starvation; 
fast food; cooking; he eats; 

she cooks; … 
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